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Abstract: A dual-time-scale finite element model is developed in this paper for simulating
cyclic deformation in polycrystalline alloys. The material is characterized by crystal plasticity
constitutive relations. The finite element formulation of the initial boundary-value problems
with cyclic loading involves decoupling the governing equations into two sets of problems
corresponding to two different time-scales. One is a long-time-scale (low-frequency) problem
characterizing a cycle-averaged solution, while the other is a short-time-scale (high-frequency)
problem for a remaining oscillatory portion. Cyclic averaging together with asymptotic
expansion of the variables in the time domain forms the basis of the multitime-scaling. The
crystal plasticity equations at the two scales are used to study cyclic deformation of a titanium
alloy Ti–6Al. This model is intended to study the fatigue response of a material by simulating
a large number of cycles to initiation.

Keywords: cyclic deformation, crystal plasticity, multi-time-scale

1 INTRODUCTION The phenomena of high-cycle and low-cycle fatigue
have been traditionally characterized using macro-

Many metals and alloys find widespread utilization in scopic parameters such as applied stresses, cyclic
various high-performance applications such as auto- frequency, loading waveform, hold time, etc., as well
motive and aerospace components. Developments in as statistical distributions of fatigue life and fatigue
advanced materials have contributed tremendously strength [1–5]. Fatigue design by total life approaches
to the design and implementation of components includes the stress–life or S–N approach and the
with improved properties and reliability. During strain–life approach, e.g. the Coffin–Manson rule.
service, many of these components are exposed Initiation of a fatigue crack and propagation to failure
to cyclic loading conditions owing to start-up and have been the prime objectives of these models.
shutdown processes or load reversals. In many cases, The total life approaches have been adjusted for
this results in their fatigue or time-delayed fracture. notch effects using fatigue strength reduction and
Fatigue failure in the microstructure evolves in three for variable amplitude fatigue, e.g. in the Palmgren–
stages [1]: Miner rule of cumulative damage. In all cases,

microstructural effects are represented by shifts in(a) crack nucleation due to inhomogeneous plastic
such data curves after extensive testing. Alternatively,flow or grain boundary failure;
the defect or damage tolerance approaches determine(b) subsequent crack growth by cyclic stresses;
fatigue life as the number of cycles to propagate a(c) coalescence of cracks to cause fast crack
crack from a certain initial size to a critical size.propagation.
These are determined from threshold stress intensity,
fracture toughness, limit load, allowable strain,
or allowable compliance. The models assume the* Corresponding author: Department of Mechanical Engineering,

presence of a flaw in the structure and predict lifeOhio State University, 650 Ackerman Road, Columbus, OH,

43202, USA. email: ghosh.5@osu.edu using laws such as Paris law [6]. Fatigue crack
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advance has been conventionally based on linear modelling fatigue, however, it is desirable to conduct
simulations for a significantly high number of cycleselastic fracture mechanics analysis related to the

concepts of similitude, in which stress intensity to reach local states of damage initiation and growth.
Conventional methods of time integration usingfactors uniquely characterize fatigue crack growth.

Although these models have worked well for alloys semi-discretization present numerous challenges
owing to the variation in time-scales ranging fromunder specific test conditions, a lack of underlying

physics- and microstructure-based considerations the scale of the entire process to the time resolution
required by the damage evolution and crack propa-impede their portability to generic materials and

load conditions. gation. Yu and Fish [23] proposed a temporal homo-
genization method in which they assumed all theMicrostructural features, which include morpho-

logical and crystallographic characteristics, e.g. crystal variables to be locally periodic in the temporal
domain. However, for a deformation with evolvingorientations and misorientations, grain boundary

geometry, etc., govern the mechanical behaviour plastic variables, periodicity in the temporal domain
cannot be assumed. This assumption was nominallyand fatigue failure response. Recent years have

seen a paradigm shift towards the use of detailed relaxed in reference [24] to include variables that
are almost periodic in time. The assumption ofmicromechanical models to understand damage

mechanisms leading to fatigue failure. Crystal near-periodicity is not valid for most evolving micro-
structural variables in crystal plasticity simulations.plasticity theories with explicit grain structures are

effective in predicting localized cyclic plastic strains In addition, this method invokes two-way coupling
between the time-scales which requires having to[7, 8]. Studies on deformation modelling [9] have

established that preferred grain orientations due solve initial value problems in each step at both
time-scales. This can result in very high com-to crystal rotation facilitate slip transmittal across

grain boundaries and are a dominant cause of putational time and may not provide any advantage
over single-time-scale calculations.material flow anisotropy leading to failure. In the

crystallographic approach, the mechanical response A method of solution of crystal plasticity equations
is developed in this paper using two time-scalesof polycrystalline aggregates is deduced from the

behaviour of constituent crystal grains, with specific involving compression and rarefaction. From the set
of crystal plasticity based governing equations, itassumptions about their interaction. Various com-

putational studies have modelled anisotropy and its develops a decoupled set of equations characterized
by the two time-scales. One is a long-time-scale (low-evolution in large deformation processes with the

crystallographic approach [10–14]. Recent years have frequency) problem characterizing a cycle-averaged
solution, while the other is a short-time-scaleseen significant efforts in modelling cyclic plasticity

and fatigue with consideration of microstructural (high-frequency) problem for a remaining oscillatory
portion. Cyclic averaging together with asymptoticstress–strain evolution. Finite element calculations

have shown that, depending on the loading con- expansion of the variables in the time domain
forms the basis of the multitime-scaling. The crystalditions, significant gradients of stress can arise within

a single grain. Ghosh and co-workers have developed plasticity equations at the two scales are used to
study cyclic deformation of a titanium alloy Ti–6Al.crystal plasticity models for deformation and creep

in titanium alloys like Ti–6Al and Ti–6242 [15–17], The multitime-scaling results in an enormous gain
(by a factor of about 50) in computational efficiencyand also models of deformation and ratcheting

fatigue of HSLA steels [18–20]. Dawson and co- over single time integration with almost no loss of
accuracy.workers [21, 22] have investigated the mechanical

behaviour of aluminium alloy in cyclic loading
using crystal plasticity based FEM simulations of
crystalline aggregates. McDowell and co-workers 2 CRYSTAL PLASTICITY CONSTITUTIVE

RELATIONShave incorporated a crystal plasticity model with
kinematic hardening in ABAQUS to model cyclic
plasticity in high-cycle fatigue in Ti–6Al–4V [8]. The materials studied in this work are crystals with

a hexagonal close-packed, or hcp, structure, e.g.Modelling cyclic deformation using conventional
time increments can be an exorbitant task for crystal titanium alloys consisting of five different families of

slip systems as described in reference [15]. Theseplasticity computations. Most simulations performed
with three-dimensional crystal plasticity are in the include (a) three families of �a� systems, namely

three equivalent basal {0001}�1120�, three equivalentrange of 100 cycles [8, 20–22], and the results are
subsequently extrapolated for fatigue predictions. In prismatic {101:0}�112:0�, and six equivalent pyramidal
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{101:1}�112:0� systems, and (b) two families of hardening on the ath slip system owing to slip
pyramidal �c+a� systems, namely 12 first-order on the bth slip system. Here, hb correspond to the
{101:1}�112:3� and six second-order {112:2}�112:3� self-hardening, and qab is a matrix describing the
systems. This constitutes a total of 30 possible slip latent hardening. The evolution of self-hardening is
systems for hcp crystals. In Ti alloys, the different expressed in terms of the equation
slip systems exhibit strong anisotropic behaviour
both in elasticity and in plasticity. For elasticity, a hb=h0 K1− gb

gbs Kr signA1− gb

gbsB , gbs=gs0AK ċbċ0KBctransversely isotropic response with five independent
elastic constants is used [15–17, 25]. Plastic defor- (6)
mation occurs by crystallographic slip on the differ-

where h
0

is the initial hardening rate, gb
s

is theent slip systems. The deformation behaviour of the
saturation slip deformation resistance, and r, g

s0
, andhcp material in this paper is modelled using a rate-

c are the slip system hardening parameters.dependent, isothermal, elastic–viscoplastic, finite
For modelling of cyclic deformation it is importantstrain, crystal plasticity formulation [15–17, 25]. In

to include kinematic hardening. This has been donethis model, crystal deformation results from a com-
by including a back stress in power-law equation (4),bination of elastic stretching and rotation of the
as in references [15], [18], [19], [27], and [28]. Thecrystal lattice and plastic slip on the different slip
resolved effective stress ta

eff
, which is the drivingsystems. The stress–strain relation is written in terms

force for the dislocation motion on slip system a, isof the second Piola–Kirchoff stress S and the work
defined asconjugate Lagrange–Green strain tensor E as

taeff=|ta−takin | (7)S=C : Ee, where Ee=1
2
(FeTFe−I ) (1)

where ta
kin

is the projection of the back stress tensorHere, C is a fourth-order anisotropic elasticity tensor
on slip system aand Fe is the elastic component of the deformation

gradient which is obtained by multiplicative decom-
takin=(skinΩna)Ωma (8)

position
The vectors ma(=Fema

0
) and na(=Fe−Tna

0
) represent

F=FeFp, det(Fe)>0 (2)
the slip direction and the normal to the slip plane,

where F is the deformation gradient tensor and Fp is both of which evolve with deformation. As discussed
its plastic component with the incompressibility in references [19] and [27], the back stress tensor is
constraint det(Fp)=1. The flow rule governing expressed in terms of scalar kinematic variablesVa as
evolution of plastic deformation is expressed in

skin=∑
a

Va(maEna+naEma) (9)terms of the plastic velocity gradient as

where the components of Va evolve owing to theL=ḞpFp−1= ∑
nslip

a

ċasa (3)
short-range dislocation interactions as

where the Schmidt tensor associated with the ath slip V̇a=cċa−dVa |ċa | (10)
system, sa, is expressed in terms of the slip direction,

In equation (10), c and d are the direct hardeningma
0
, and slip plane normal, na

0
, in the reference con-

and dynamic recovery coefficients respectively.figuration as sa=ma
0
Ena

0
. For the plastic shearing

Equation (9) takes into account the effect of backrate ċa on slip system a, power-law descriptions have
stress evolution of one system on all the otherbeen described in a number of crystal plasticity
systems. The calibrated material constants are listedmodels [10, 12, 26] as
in Tables 1 and 2. Table 1 lists the elastic constants
while Table 2 lists the crystal plasticity materialċa= ċ0 KtagaK1/m sign(ta), ta= (FeTFeS) : sa (4)
constants.

where ċ
0

is a reference plastic shearing rate, ta is the
resolved shear stress, ga is the slip system resistance,

3 DECOMPOSITION OF CONSTITUTIVEand m is a material rate sensitivity parameter. The
VARIABLES INTO AVERAGED ANDresistance parameters ga are taken to evolve as
OSCILLATOR PARTS

ġa= ∑
nslip

b

hab |ċb | (5)
To illustrate the characteristics of plastic deformation
of polycrystalline solids in response to cyclic loading,The moduli hab=qabhb (no sum on b) correspond

to the strain hardening rate due to self- and latent a crystal plasticity finite element (CPFE) simulation of
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the Ti–6Al alloy is conducted. The problem is solved coarse or natural time-scale t that is characteristic of
the long-term behaviour of the smooth averagedusing a single-time-scale integration scheme in which

each time increment is only a very small fraction solution. The solution process for this time-scale
can use time increments that are significantly longerof the load cycle period. A sinusoidally varying

load is applied on a unit cube of the polycrystalline than the period of a single cycle. The second is a fine
time-scale t that is necessary for providing adequatematerial in this CPFE simulation. The plastic strain

ep
22

in the direction of loading at a point in a typical resolution to the rapidly varying behaviour of the
evolving variables resulting from the periodic loading.selected grain is plotted in Fig. 1(a). It is evident that

the deformation behaviour exhibits an oscillatory The time increments in this scale, required for the
solution of this behaviour, are considerably smallerbehaviour about a time-averaged or evolution of

state variables. The frequency or rate of change of than the period of the cycle.
The relation between the two time-scales t and taveraged variables is generally quite slow in com-

parison with the frequency of the applied cyclic may be defined as t=et, where e%1 is a small
positive scaling parameter. A superscript e associatedloads. Consequently, it is conceivable to introduce two

different time-scales in the solution of the governing with a variable denotes its association with both
the time-scales. Consequently, all the response fieldsequations of cyclic deformation in materials exhibit-

ing crystal plasticity. The first corresponds to a in the body w(e)(x, t) at a given spatial location x

Fig. 1 The evolution of plastic strain with time at a point in the polycrystalline aggregate: (a) the
exact and cycle-time-averaged plastic strain solution from a single-time integration
algorithm; (b) the oscillatory part of the plastic strain solution; (c) the total and cycle-
time averaged solution, showing the periodic nature of the intercept
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are assumed to exhibit dependence on the coarse to assume that the non-periodic oscillatory part may
be obtained by the superposition of a monotonicallytime-scale t and the fine time-scale t and are

expressed as varying amplitude on a periodic cyclic response. Thus,
the oscillatory portion is decomposed multiplicatively
and additively asw(e)(x, t)=w(x, t, t) (11)

w̃(t, t)=w̃nos(t, t)w̃per(t)=w̃osc(t, t)+w̃c(t) (16)Using the chain rule and the relation between
the time-scales, the time derivatives in the two
time-scales are given as The superscripts ‘nos’ and ‘per’ represent the mono-

tonic and cyclic-periodic parts of the multiplicative
decomposition respectively. The periodic portion of

ẇ(e)=
qw(e)
qt
=
qw
qt
+

1

e

qw
qt

(12) the response variables is expected to have the same
frequency as that of the applied loading, while the
monotonic part is induced by the evolving plasticity.where the overdot denotes the total derivative
An important characteristic of the oscillatory solutionwith time. It is implicit that all variables are functions
is deciphered from this multiplicative decomposition.of the position x, and hence this will not be
Within each cycle, the relative location of the interceptused explicitly below. The dashed line in Fig. 1(a)
of the solution with the time axis is periodic, i.e. thecorresponds to the cycle-averaged value e:p

22
that is

oscillator is zero at exactly the same cycle referenceobtained by joining the time-averaged plastic strains
time t̂(µ[0, T ]) in each cycle. The oscillatoryin each cycle. The cycle-averaged field variable over
response is a direct consequence of the applied load.a period T in the fine time-scale t=t/e at time t is
If the applied loading is aperiodic, it is reasonable todefined as
assume that only the zero intercept of the oscillator
in any evolving variable is also periodic throughout
the loading cycle. The condition does not requirew: (t)=�w(t, t)�=

1

T P 1/e+T
t/e

w(t, t) dt (13)
all oscillatory variables to have the same frequency.
It only requires the relative position of the zero

The angle brackets �� correspond to the averaging intercept in each cycle to remain the same. Thus, the
operator. From Fig. 1(a) it is clear that cyclic total solution will intercept the average solution at
oscillations are absent in the plot of e:p

22
. A general the same cycle reference time t̂ in each cycle, i.e.

decomposition of all variables in the constitutive
equation is therefore proposed in the form If w̃(t̂)=0 for t̂µ[0, T ] then

w(t, t)=w: (t)+w̃(t, t) (14) w̃(nt̂)=0 Yn=1, 2, 3, … (17)

The overbar in equation (14) corresponds to the This is depicted in Fig. 1(c). The initial conditions for
solution of a set of time-averaged equations. It the oscillatory solution in each cycle are posed by
should be noted that these solutions of the set of the relations (17). The additive decomposition in
averaged governing equations might be different from equation (16) is also necessary to create a link to
the variables that are obtained by cycle averaging the average solution, because of non-periodicity of
the single-time-scale solutions. The tilde, on the the oscillator. The second term with a superscript ‘c’
other hand, refers to the remainder of the solution corresponds to a compensator that arises from the
(oscillatory portion). By definition of w: (t) in equation definition of the averaged response. It is needed to
(13), the following condition is obtained for the annul the additional term in the average solution
oscillator owing to the non-periodicity of the oscillatory part

such that equation (15) can be satisfied.
Four independent variables are identified in the�w̃(t, t)�=0 (15)

crystal plasticity based finite element equations:
Figure 1(b) is a plot of the oscillatory portion of the
plastic strain ẽp

22
=ep

22
−e:p

22
. It should be noted that (a) the displacement field vector u;

(b) the plastic deformation gradient tensor Fp ;the amplitude of the oscillations is a monotonic
function of time, and the oscillations vary in both (c) the slip system resistance parameter ga ;

(d) scalar kinematic variable Va.the t and the t scales. From this example it is prudent
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Following equations (14) and (16), these four 2. The oscillatory part of the remaining portion w̃osc

of the solution is a function of both t and t.independent variables can be decomposed as
Asymptotic expansions of these variables in the t

ue
i
(t)=u

i
(t, t)=u: i(t)+ ũosc

i
(t, t)+ ũc

i
(t) scale may be assumed about the coarse scale-

time t.(Fp)e
ij

(t)=(Fp)
ij

(t, t)
3. Finally, the compensatory term w̃c is a function of t

=(F9 p)ij(t)+(F̃p)osc
ij

(t, t)+(F̃p)c
ij

(t) only, and thus [qw̃c(t)]/qt=0. Since this term arises
from averaging the oscillatory term, asymptotic(ga)e(t)=(ga)(t, t)(g:a)(t)+(g̃a)osc(t, t)+(g̃a)c(t)
expansions of these variables may be assumed

(Va)e(t)=(Va)(t, t) about t in the t time-scale itself.

=(V9 a)(t)+(Ṽa)osc(t, t)+(Ṽa)c(t)
The independent variables in the crystal plasticity FE

(18) model may then be expanded as

3.1 Asymptotic expansion of the oscillatory ue
i
(t)=u: i(t)+ [ũosc(0)

i
(t, t)+ ũc(0)

i
(t)]

solution
+e[ũosc(1)

i
(t, t)+ ũc(1)

i
(t)]+,From the characteristics exhibited by the oscillatory

solution in Fig. 1(b), the oscillator w̃(t, t) can be
(Fp)e
ij

(t)=(F9 p)ij(t)+ [(F̃p)osc
ij

(0)(t, t)+(F̃p)c(0)
ij

(t)]expanded into an asymptotic series as

w̃(e)(t, t)=w̃(0)(t, t)+ew̃(1)(t, t)+e2w̃(2)(t, t)+o(e3) +e[(F̃p)osc
ij

(1)(t, t)+(F̃p)c(1)
ij

(t)]+,

(19)
(ga)e(t)=(g:a)(t)+ [(g̃a)osc(0)(t, t)+(g̃a)c(0)(t)]

Since the oscillator has to satisfy condition (15)
for any arbitrary e, each term in the asymptotic +e[(g̃a)osc(1)(t, t)+(g̃a)c(1)(t)]+,
expansion in equation (19) has individually to satisfy
condition (15). Substitution of equation (16) into (Va)e(t)=(V9 a)(t)+ [(Ṽa)osc(0)(t, t)+(Ṽa)c(0)(t)]
equation (19) results in

+e[(Ṽa)(osc)(1)(t, t)+(Ṽa)c(1)(t)]+,
w̃(e)(t, t)= [w̃osc(0)(t, t)+w̃c(0)(t)]

+e[w̃osc(1)(t, t)+w̃c(1)(t)] (22)

+e2 [w̃osc(2)(t, t)+w̃c(2)(t)]+o(e3) (20)
The time derivatives of these independent variables,
w(e)(t), are expressed by substituting equation (21)Thus, any field variable w(t, t) can be expanded as
into (12) as

w(e)(t, t)=w: (t)+ [w̃osc(0)(t, t)+w̃c(0)(t)]
aggggbggggc

w(0) ẇ(e)(t)=
1

e

q
qt

[w: (t)+w̃osc(0)(t, t)+w̃c(0)(t)]

+e[w̃osc(1)(t, t)+ w̃c(1)(t)]
agggbgggc

w(1) +G qqt [w: (t)+w̃osc(0)(t, t)+w̃c(0)(t)]
+e2[w̃osc(2)(t, t)+ w̃c(2)(t)]

agggbgggc
w(2)

+o(e3) (21)

+
q
qt

[w̃osc(1)(t, t)+w̃c(1)(t)]H
Remark

The terms in equation (21) have the following
+eG qqt [w̃osc(1)(t, t)+w̃c(1)(t)]characteristics.

1. The time-averaged response w: (t) is assumed to
be a function of t alone, and coarse-time-scale +

q
qt

[w̃osc(2)(t, t)+w̃c(2)(t)]H+o(e2)
computations using averaged laws are used in
determining their evolution. Consequently, the
derivatives [qw: (t)]/qt=0. (23)
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Since [qw:(t)]/qt=0 and [qw̃c(t)]/qt=0, equation (23) expansions of primary variables (22) into equations
(1) to (10). The deformation gradient F e

ij
(t, t) isreduces to

expressed as

ẇ(e)(t)=
1

e Cqw̃nos(0)(t, t)qt D Fe
ij

(t, t)=u: i,j(t)+d
ijagbgc

F9
ij

(t)

+ũ(0)
i,j

(t, t)
abc

F9(0)
ij

(t, t)

+eũ(1)
i,j

(t, t)
abc

F9(1)
ij

(t, t)

+o(e2)

+Cqw: (t)

qt
+
qw̃osc(0)(t, t)

qt
+
qw̃c(0)(t)

qt (26)

+
qw̃osc(0)(t, t)

qt D The averaged and the zero- and first-order terms in
the asymptotic expansion of the oscillator are calcu-
lated for various important evolving variables. For

+ ∑
n=1,2,…

enCqw̃osc(n)(t, t)qt
+
qw̃c(n)(t)

qt example, these terms for the inverse of the plastic
deformation gradient Fp(e)−1

ij
are

+
qw̃nos(n+1)(t, t)

qt D (24)

The time derivatives of the independent variables in
equation (22) then become

Average:

F9 p−1ij = [F9 pij ]−1

Oscillator o(e0):

F̃p−1(0)
ij

= [F̃p(0)
ij

]−1

Oscillator o(e1):

(Ḟp)e
ij

(t)=
1

e Cq(F̃p)osc(0)ij
qt D

+Cq(F9 p)ijqt
+
q(F̃p)osc(0)

ij
qt

+
q(F̃p)c(0)

ij
qt F̃p−1(1)

ij
=−(F9 pik+F̃p(0)

ik
)−1F̃p(1)

kl
(F9 plj+F̃p(0)

lj
)−1 (27)

Similarly, the terms for the elastic deformation
+
q(F̃p)osc(0)
qt D+, gradient F e(e)

ij
, the elastic Lagrange–Green strain

Ee(e)
ij

, the second Piola–Kirchoff stress S(e)
ij

, and the
resolved shear stress ta(e) are expressed as follows(ġa)e(t)=

1

e Cq(g̃a)osc(0)
qt D

For Fe(e)
ij

+Cqg:aqt + q(g̃a)osc(0)
qt

+
q(g̃a)c(0)
qt

+
q(g̃a)osc(0)
qt D+,

Average:

F9 eij=F9 ikF9 p−1kj +�F̃ (0)ik F̃p−1(0)
kj

�

Oscillator o(e0):

F̃e(0)
ij
=F̃ (0)
ik

(F9 p−1kj +F̃p−1(0)
kj

)+F9 ikF̃p−1(0)kj

Oscillator o(e1):

F̃e(1)
ij
=F̃ (1)
ik

(F9 p−1kj +F̃p−1(0)
kj

)+(F9 ik+F̃ (0)
ik

)F̃p−1(0)
kj

(V̇a)e(t)=
1

e Cq(Ṽa)osc(0)qt D
+CqV9 aqt + q(Ṽa)osc(0)qt

+
q(Ṽa)c(0)
qt

(28)
+
q(Ṽa)osc(0)
qt D+, For Ee(e)

ij

(25) Average:

E9 eij#
1
2
(F9 ekiF9 ekj−dij)

Oscillator o(e0):

Ẽe(0)
ij
=1
2
(F̃e(0)
ki

F9 ekj+F9 ekiF̃e(0)kj +F̃e(0)
ki

F̃e(0)
kj

)

Oscillator o(e1):

3.2 Expressions for the dependent variables in
crystal plasticity

The average part and different orders of the oscillatory
parts of the dependent variables in the crystal

Ẽe(1)
ij
=1
2
[F̃e(1)
ki

(F9 ekj+F̃e(0)
kj

)+(F9 eki+F̃e(0)
ki

)F̃e(1)
kj

] (29)plasticity equations are derived by substituting the
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For S(e)
ij

For ġa(e)

Average and oscillator o(e0):

g:̇a+ ġ̃
a(0)
= ∑
nslip

b

(h:ab+ h̃ab(0)) |c:̇+ ċ̃ |b(0)

Average:

S9 ij=C
ijkl

E9 ekl
Oscillator o(e0):

S̃ (0)
ij
=C
ijkl

Ẽe(0)
kl

Oscillator o(e1):

Oscillator o(e1):

ġ̃a(1)= ∑
nslip

b

(h:ab+ h̃ab(0)) |ċ̃ |b(1)+ ∑
nslip

b

h̃ab(1) |c:̇+ ċ̃ |b(0)

S̃ (1)
ij
=C
ijkl

Ẽe(1)
kl

(30) (34)

For ta(e)
For V̇a(e)

Average and oscillator o(e0):

V9̇ a+ V̇̃a(0)=c(c:̇a+ ċ̃a(0))−d(V9 a+Ṽa(0)) |c:̇+ ċ̃ |b(0)

Average:

t:a#F9 ekiF9 ekmS9mjsaij
Oscillator o(e0):

tã(0)#Fe(0)
ki

Fe(0)
km

S̃ (0)
mj

sa
ij

Oscillator o(e1):

Oscillator o(e1):

V̇̃a(1)=cċ̃a(1)−d(V9 a+Ṽa(0)) |ċ̃a |(1)−dṼa(1) |c:̇+ċ̃ |a(0)

(35)
tã(1)#Fe(0)

ki
Fe(0)
km

S̃ (1)
mj

sa
ij

(31)
The decomposed expressions of the constitutive

For s(e)
kin ij

and ta(e)
kin variables are now substituted into the governing

equations of the original initial boundary-value
problem to obtain an average problem and oscillatory
problems.

Average:

s: kin ij=∑
a

V9 a(mai naj+ma
j
na
i
)

t:akin=s:kin ijmai naj
Oscillator o(e0):

s̃(0)kin ij=∑
a

Ṽa(0)(ma
i
na
j
+ma
j
na
i
)

t̃a(0)kin = s̃(0)kin ijmai naj

3.3 Decomposition of the governing equations

The various evolution equations (equations (25)
to (35)) are then substituted into the governing
equilibrium and constitutive equations to obtain
different sets of initial boundary-value problems of

Oscillator o(e1): the polycrystalline material subjected to cyclic load-
ing. The average and each order of the oscillatory

s̃(1)kin ij=∑
a

Ṽa(1)(ma
i
na
j
+ma
j
na
i
)

problem are obtained as a result of averaging the
equations and separating terms with different

t̃a(1)kin = s̃(1)kin ijmai naj (32)
exponents of e, i.e. e−1, e0, etc. The resulting equations

The averaged and the oscillator terms are coupled are summarized next.
for a few variables, such as the rate of evolution of
shear slip ċa(e), the rate of evolution of hardness

3.3.1 Averaged problemvariables, etc. Thus
The average initial boundary-value problem can beFor ċa(e)
summarized as

Average and oscillator o(e0):
Equilibrium:

c:̇a+ ċ̃a(0)= Kt:aeff+ t̃a(0)effg:a+ g̃a(0) K1/m−1At:aeff+ t̃a(0)effg:a+ g̃a(0) B a: ij,j+b:
i
=0

BCs:
Oscillator o(e1):

s: ijnj=�t*i � on C
t
, u: i=�u*

i
� on C

u
ċ̃a(1)= Kt:aeff+ t̃a(0)effg:a+ g̃a(0) K1/m−1At:aeff+ t̃a(0)effg:a+ g̃a(0) B ICs:

c:a=�ca�cyc
n

, g:a=�ga�cyc
n×G 1mA ta(1)eff

t:aeff+ t̃a(0)eff
−

g̃a(1)

g:a+ g̃a(0)BH (33)
V9 a=�Va�cyc

n
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where n is the cycle number from which the Remarks
average solution begins

Evolution equations (37) are coupled, i.e. the rate
of evolution of average variables is dependentConstitutive relations:
upon both the average and the oscillatory variables,F9 ij=F9 eikF9 p−1kj and vice versa. This requires having to solve the
oscillatory problem to obtain the averaged variables,E9 eij=

1

2
(F9 ekiF9 ekj−dij) and consequently simultaneous computations are

needed for the two time-scales. Such computing canS9 ij=C
ijkl

E9 ekl be prohibitive and diminishes the advantage of the
overall approach. To overcome this shortcoming, itF9̇ pikF9 p−1kj = ∑

nslip

a

c:̇asaij (36)
is necessary to decouple equations (37) to define
c:̇a, g:̇a, and V9̇ a such that the average problem withtogether with the evolution of plastic variables c:a, g:a,
time increments much greater than the time periodand V9 a. Comparing the independent coefficients of
of the applied loading can be solved without solvinge0 in the evolution equations (equations (25) to (35))
the oscillatory problems. A decoupling algorithmresults in the evolution equations for plastic variables
that can operate on equations (37) to yield a setfor the average problem, as summarized below
of independent averaged equations for the initial

Shear strain rate S: boundary-value problem is proposed in section 4
through the introduction of some special assumptions.

ċa(0)=c:̇a(0)+ ċ̃a(0)= ċ0 Kt:aeff+ t̃a(0)effg:a K1/m−1At:aeff+ t̃a(0)effg:a B
3.3.2 Oscillatory equations: zero orderFlow rule F:

Isolating the coefficients of e−1 in the evolutionq(F9 p)ij
qt
+
q(F̃p)osc(0)

ij
qt

+
q(F̃p)c(0)

ij
qt

+
q(F̃p)nos(1)
qt equations (equations (25) to (35)) results in the zero-

order equations for plastic variables in the oscillatory
= ∑
nslip

a=1
ċa(0)sa

ik
Fp(0)
kj

problem. They are

Flow rule F:
[
q(F9 p)ij
qt
+
q(F̃p)osc(1)
qt

= ∑
nslip

a=1
ċa(0)sa

ik
F9 pkj , q(F̃p)osc(0)

ij
qt

= ∑
nslip

a

ċa(−1)sa
ik

Fp(0)
kj
=0

since
q(F̃p)osc(0)

ij
qt

=
q(F̃p)c(0)

ij
qt

=F̃p(0)
ij
=0

Hardening evolution H:
Hardening evolution H:

q(g̃a)osc(0)
qt

=0qg:a
qt
+
q(g̃a)osc(0)
qt

+
q(g̃a)c(0)
qt

+
q(g̃a)osc(0)
qt

Back stress evolution B:
= ∑
nslip

b=1
hab(0) |ċ|b(0)

q(Ṽa)osc(0)
qt

=0 (38)

[
qg:a
qt
+
q(g̃a)osc(1)
qt

= ∑
nslip

b=1
(h:ab+ h̃ab(0)) |c:̇+ ċ̃(0) |b

Important inferences can be drawn from equations
(38).since

q(g̃a)osc(0)
qt

=
q(g̃a)c(0)
qt

= g̃a(0)=0

1. Zero-order terms of the oscillatory plastic variablesBack stress evolution B:
may be assumed to be zero without any loss of
generality, i.e.qV9 a

qt
+(Ṽa)per

q(Ṽa)osc(0)
qt

+
q(Ṽa)c(0)
qt

+
q(Ṽa)osc(1)
qt

(F̃p)osc(0)
ij
=0, (g̃a)osc(0)=0, (Ṽa)osc(0)=0=cċa(0)−dVa(0) |ċ|a(0)

2. Since the compensatory terms are consequences
[
qV9 a
qt
+
q(Ṽa)osc(1)
qt

=c(c:̇+ ċ̃(0))a−dV9 a |c:̇+ ċ̃(0) |a of averaging the above terms, their corresponding
zero-order components are also zero

since
q(Ṽa)osc(0)
qt

=
q(Ṽa)c(0)
qt

=Ṽa(0)=0 (37)
(F̃p)c(0)
ij
=0, (g̃a)c(0)=0, (Ṽa)c(0)=0
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Thus, the zero-order oscillatory initial boundary- to first-order terms in the asymptotic expansion.
value problem can be summarized as However, it is possible to add higher-order terms in

the asymptotic expansion on the basis of oscillatoryEquilibrium:
solutions of the crystal plasticity variables in a similar

s̃(0)
ij,j
+ b̃(0)
i
=0 manner.

BCs:

s̃(0)
ij

n
j
=t*
i
−�t*
i
� on C

t
, ũ(0)

i
=u*
i
−�u*

i
� on C

u 4 CYCLE-AVERAGED EFFECTIVE CONSTITUTIVE
EQUATIONSConstitutive relations:

F̃e(0)
ij
=F̃ (0)
ik

F9 p−1kj The coupled evolution equations (37) cause coupling
between the averaged and the oscillatory problems.Ẽe(0)

ij
=1
2
(F9 ekiF̃e(0)kj +F̃e(0)

ki
F9 ekj+F̃e(0)

ki
F̃e(0)
kj

)
If all the response fields are assumed to be locally

S̃ (0)
ij
=C
ijkl

Ẽe(0)
kl

(39) periodic in t, the averaged and the oscillatory
problems can be decoupled by applying the averaging3.4 Oscillatory equations: first order
operator �� to the coupled evolution equations. How-

The first-order oscillators can be solved using the ever, the periodic assumption made in reference [23]
averaged and the zero-order oscillators from the is not valid in the case of evolving plastic variables.
following equations A near-periodic assumption is made in reference [24]

for decoupling variables in two time-scales. However,Shear strain rate S:
this formulation results in a coupled oscillatory and
averaged problem, where the oscillatory solution withċ̃a(0)= ċ0 Kt:aeff+ t̃a(0)effg:a+ g̃a(0) K1/m−1At:aeff+ t̃a(0)effg:a+ g̃a(0) B−c:̇a small time increments has to be solved simultaneously
with a staggered averaged solution. This couplingFlow rule F:
makes the method computationally prohibitive for
simulations with a large number of cycles. In theq(F̃p)osc(1)

qt
= ∑
nslip

a=1
ċa(0)sa

ik
(F9 pkj+F̃p(0)

kj
)−
q(F9 p)ij
qt present work, a decoupling scheme that does not

depend on periodicity assumptions and can resultHardening evolution H:
in a high computational efficiency is proposed.
The method is of considerable practical interest forq(g̃a)osc(1)

qt
= ∑
nslip

b=1
(h:ab+ h̃ab(0)) |c:̇+ ċ̃(0) |b−

qg:a
qt analysis of cyclic deformation leading to fatigue.

Sets of time-scale or cycle-averaged constitutiveBack stress evolution B:
equations are developed such that the averaged
problem is totally decoupled from the oscillatoryq(Ṽa)nos(1)

qt
=c(c:̇+ ċ̃(0))a

problem. An averaged function w: (t) can be inter-
preted as a function that is the result of continuous

−d(V9 a+Ṽa(0)) |c:̇+ ċ̃(0) |a−
qV9 a
qt

(40) representation of a set of data points w: (n) obtained
from detailed single-scale simulation, i.e.

The t-scale dependent oscillator terms are solved by
an implicit time integration scheme based on the w: (n)=�w(t, t)�=

1

T P nt+T
nt

w(t, t) dt Yn=1, 2, …
backward Euler method. Following the evaluation of
(F̃p)osc(1)

ij
, ( g̃a)osc(1), and (Ṽa)osc(1), the corresponding (42)

compensatory terms can be obtained from the
where T is the cycle period in the fast time-scale t,conditions
and n corresponds to the cycle number. Discrete
values of w: (n) are joined to obtain a continuous1

T P t+nT
t

[(F̃p)osc(1)
ij
+(F̃p)c(1)

ij
] dt=0

representation of the averaged response functions
w: (t). The cycle-averaged equations are defined for the1

T P t+nT
t

[(g̃a)osc(1)+(g̃a)c(1) ] dt=0 evolution of any averaged variable q(w: )/qt subjected
to a cycle-averaged applied load. For example, the
evolution equation for the averaged shear strain rate1

T P t+nT
t

[(Ṽa)osc(1)+(Ṽa)c(1) ] dt=0 (41) is expressed as

where n is the number of cycles considered in qc:a
qt
= ċ*a
0 Kt:a−t:king:a K1/m sign(t:a−t:kin) (43)

the averaging process. This study considers only up
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where ċ*a
0

is a yet to be determined coefficient that Furthermore, for most cyclic loading the change in
g:awithin each cycle can be considered to be negligiblyis expected to be a function of time or other evolving

variables. This coefficient is developed from con- small. The case considered in this paper is focused
on such cases. More general cases, where the changesiderations of the link between the averaged and the

oscillatory solutions. The averaged rate q(w: )/qt is not in hardness within each cycle is significant, will be
presented in a future paper. Because of the form ofdependent on the assumption of periodicity. As a

one-dimensional illustration, consider a non-periodic equation (4), for problems where g:a is almost constant
within each cycle, ċ*

0
may also be assumed to befunction

independent of g:a. For such a case, ċ*a
0

will vary for
different slip systems if the material property ċ

0
for

qw
qt
=t sin(vt) with initial conditions w(0)=0

the slip systems varies. It should be noted that, if the
change in average hardness g:a within each cycle(44)
cannot be ignored, it will not be possible further to

The solution to this problem is reduce the number of independent variables from
equation (48). A special case of fully reversed loading

w(t)=
−t cos(vt)

v
+

sin(vt)

v2
(45) (or the ratio tamin/tamax#−1), where this assumption

of g:a is not valid, is discussed in section 5 of this
The cyclic average of the solution is w: (t)=0 and paper. However, for cases where the ratio tamin/tamax

therefore qw:/qt=0. is not close to −1, it is further possible to condense
However, the application of the averaging operator equation (48), which will be discussed below.
�� on both sides of (44) yields Next, to quantify the dependence of ċ*

0
on the

resolved shear stress t̃a, its oscillations are represented
by characteristic parameters. For example, for a pureTqwqtU=− 1

v
[w: (t)=−

t

v
≠0

sinusoidal oscillation, a single parameter, namely the
amplitude, is sufficient to represent the oscillatoryThe procedure for defining the average equation (43)
behaviour. However, multiple parameters may beinvolves a calibration process that is explained
necessary for more complex waveforms. Thus, thebelow. To start with, consider the original uncoupled
functional dependence in equation (47) is quantifiedevolution equation for plastic shearing rate (4). This
asequation is solved using a single time integration

process. Once the solution ca(t, t) is known, its cycle ċ*a
0
= f (t:a, t̃a)= f (t:a, t̃achar1 , t̃achar2 , t̃achar3 , …) (49)

average c:a(t) is calculated, from which its rate of
While in the present study only one parameter isevolution, [qc:a(t)]/qt, can also be calculated. Now, the
used to characterize the oscillator, use of moreparameter ċ*a

0
can be calculated explicitly as

parameters is being considered in future studies to
improve accuracy. The function f is determined byċ*a

0
=

qc:a /qt
ċ0 |(t:a−t:kin)/g:a |1/m sign(t:a−t:kin)

(46)
crystal plasticity FEM simulations for a single crystal
by a single-time-scale integration process for differentSince the back stress ta

kin
and the resolved shear

values of t:a and t̃a. The average shear strain c:a andstress ta always occur together as effective shear stress
hence the average shear strain rate qc:a/qt are calcu-

ta
eff
=ta−ta

kin
, the resolved shear stress and the back

lated from these simulations. Finally, ċ*
0

is calculatedstress can be condensed into one single quantity. In
from equation (46) and is tabulated as a function ofgeneral, ċ*a

0
will depend upon both the average and

t: and the oscillation amplitude t̃amp. From the tablethe oscillations in ta
eff

and ga, i.e.
it is observed that ċ*a

0
is actually dependent on the

ċ*a
0
= f (t:a, t̃a, g:a, g̃a) (47) ratio t:a/t:a

amp
. Since such a ratio will vary from 0

(zero average) to infinity (zero oscillation), the ratio
The functional dependence of ċ*

0
in equation (47) can

is scaled to t:a/(t:a+t:a
amp

) or 0∏t:a/t:a
max
∏1. Figure 2

be further reduced if the oscillations in the hardness
shows the variation in ċ*a

0
with t:a/t:a

max
. With knowledge

variable are insignificant in comparison with the
of the average and the amplitude of the oscillation of

average hardness, i.e. g̃a%g:a. This assumption is
ta, the parameter ċ*a

0
can be obtained from this plot.

supported by the solution of zero-order oscillatory
This operation can decouple the two parts, enabling

problem (40), which shows that the oscillations in
the solution of the averaged problem independently

hardness are of order e. This reduces the functional
of the oscillatory problem.

dependence equation (47) to
From equation (49) it is clear that, to solve the

average problem, the oscillatory resolved shearċ*a
0
= f (t:a, t̃a, g:a) (48)
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plasticity. The variation in the averaged and maxima
of resolved shear stress with time seems to follow
a trend (see Fig. 3). It can be observed that the
amplitude of the oscillation is more or less constant.
This trend is explained by the asymptotics. Asymptotic
expansions of equations (38) show that the zero-
order oscillations in plastic variables are zero. As
long as eF̃p(1)

ij
� 0, the response in the resolved

shear stress oscillator t̃a is close to the elastic
response, i.e. the oscillator with constant amplitude.
The oscillations in the plastic variables will depend
upon the ratio tmin/tmax. For eF̃p(1)

ij
to be large, large

oscillations in shear strain rate are needed, for which
tmin/tmax�−1. If tmin/tmax≠−1, then the oscillations
in the plastic variables are extremely small, i.e.Fig. 2 Averaged reference slip rate (decoupling para-

meter) as a function of the averaged and
oscillator parts of the resolved shear stress

tmin
tmax
�/ −1[ eF̃p(1)

ij
� 0[ et̃a(1)� 0[ t̃a# t̃a(0)[ t̃a

=constant (50)stress has to be known. However, the oscillatory
part is unknown a priori during the solution stage Thus, with knowledge of the starting amplitude of the
of the average problem. The oscillatory problem oscillation of resolved shear stress and the average
can be solved in a staggered manner with the average resolved shear strain, the decoupling parameter ċ*a

0problem. However, the oscillatory problem needs can be interpolated from the plot in Fig. 2.
small time increments. This coupling makes the The averaged evolution equations for hardness
method computationally prohibitive for simulations evolution are defined in a similar manner
with a large number of cycles, and the computational
gain over the single time integration is almost non- qg:a

qt
= ∑
nslip

b

h:ab Kqc: bqt K (51)
existent. Thus, instead of solving the oscillatory
problem at each time increment of the average

whereproblem, the oscillations in the resolved shear stress
t̃a are estimated. The asymptotic expansion helps in h:ab=qabh:b (no sum on b)
this process. Figure 3 shows the variation in average

andand the maximum ta in an active slip system in a
typical grain of polycrystalline material. The change

h:b=h:b*
0 K1− g:b

g:bs Kr signA1− g:b
g:bsB , g:bs=g:bs0Aqc: b /qtċ0 Bcin the resolved shear stress ta is associated with

(52)

Again, the decoupling parameter h: b*
0

is calculated
from the solution of single time integration of a
single crystal model for a wide range of loads. The
decoupling parameter h: b*

0
is found to depend on

h:b*
0
= f (g:a, t:a, t̃a) (53)

For an oscillator that can be characterized by the
amplitude alone, the dependence can be expressed as

h:b*
0
= f Ag:a, t:at̃amaxB (54)

Figure 4 shows a two-dimensional grid of average
hardness g:a and t:a/t:amax, which is used to interpolate
the decoupling parameter h: b*

0
.

The back stress evolution equation in (37) has theFig. 3 Variation in average and maximum resolved
shear stress in an active slip plane with time coupling between the average and the oscillator
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in the previous section will still lead to the average
solution. However, some modifications are necessary
in the representation of the decoupling parameter
ċ*

0
in equation (46). It should be noted that ċ*

0
approaches a singularity as t:a−t:a

kin
� 0. Thus, the

decoupling parameter is redefined as ċ*
0
|t:a−t:a

kin
| and

is explicitly expressed as

ċ*a
0
|t:a−t:akin |=

|qc:a /qt|m sign(qc:a /qt)

ċ0 |1/g:a |
(56)

The functional dependence of the decoupling para-
meter in equation (48) cannot be further reduced in
this case. It will depend on the average value and
oscillations of the resolved shear stress and the

Fig. 4 Averaged reference hardness evolution (de- average hardness as shown in equation (48). Similarly,
coupling parameter) as functions of (a) averaged

the decoupling parameter for the hardness evolutionand oscillator parts of the resolved shear stress
h: b*

0
is redefined as h: b*

0
|qc:b/qt| for avoiding theand (b) averaged and oscillator parts of the

singularity as |qc:b/qt|� 0. Again, the functional formhardness
in equation (53) cannot be reduced to equation (54).
Given the average resolved shear stress t:a, the averagethrough only the rate of shear strain ċa and |ċa |. Since
slip system hardness g:a, and the oscillatory resolvedhalf of this decoupling is already accomplished in
shear stress t̃a, the decoupling parameters can againequation (43), it was found that no additional steps
be calculated from a calibration process.are needed and its averaged evolution equation takes

As discussed before, the value of t̃a is not knownthe form
during the solution of the average IBVP. The first-
order oscillatory resolved shear stress cannot beqV9 a

qt
=c
qc:a
qt
−dV9 a Kqc:aqt K (55)

ignored owing to large oscillations of plastic variables,
and hence its amplitude cannot be taken as constant.

In conclusion, once the averaged solution for all Thus, for tamin/tamax�−1, eF̃p(1)
ij
�/ 0 and et̃a(1)�/ 0.

the evolving variables are obtained in the CPFEM Consequently, t̃a# t̃a(0)+et̃a(1) evolves with increasing
model, the dual-time-scale total solution is obtained cycles in the loading history. From equations (48)
by superposing different orders of the oscillatory and (53) it can be inferred that the value of t̃a in each
solution for convergence to the true solution. It cycle is required in order to decouple the average
should also be noted that, during the reduction of and oscillatory problems. An additional equation,
the functional dependences from equation (48) to corresponding to the evolution of the oscillatory
equation (49), and to estimate the oscillatory resolved resolved shear stress, is introduced to evaluate the
shear stress from equation (50), it was assumed that value of t̃a. By taking the time derivative on both
the ratio tamin/tamax is not close to −1. The special sides of equation (43) and rearranging variables,
load case where tamin/tamax�−1 will be discussed in the following functional dependence on the rate of
the next section. evolution of the oscillatory resolved shear stress can

be established

5 CONSIDERATIONS FOR FULLY REVERSED qt̃achar
qt
= f At̃achar , g: ,

qg:a
qt

, t:a,
qt:a
qt

,
q2c:a
qt2 B (57)LOADING (R=−1)

When the applied oscillatory load has a zero mean, Solution of the differential equation (57) provides
the current value of t̃a required by the average con-the ratio of minimum to maximum resolved shear

stresses (tamin/tamax) in any slip system will tend to stitutive equations (46), (51), and (55). However, as the
ratio tamin/tamax�−1, the average values of differenttowards −1. Under such loading conditions, the

average IBVP will have boundary conditions of zero variables are considerably smaller compared with the
oscillators. For example, the average resolved sheartraction on the surface on which the load is applied.

In this case, the initial conditions of the average IBVP stress and its rate, t:a and qt:a/qt, and the average slip
rate, (q2c:a)/qt2, are very small. A numerical sensitivityequation (36) serve as the sole driving force for the

problem. The effective constitutive laws developed analysis also corroborates this observation, and
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the dependence of qt:a
char

/qt on (t:a, qt:a/qt, (q2c:a)/qt2) crystallographic orientations that are statistically
equivalent to orientations obtained from orientationis consequently ignored. Thus, equation (57) is

reduced to imaging microscopy (OIM) are used. Statistical
equivalence in orientation, misorientation, and
microtexture between the simulated and experi-

qt̃achar
qt
= f At̃achar , g: ,

qg:
qtB (58)

mental microstructures is achieved by using a method
developed and described in references [16] and [17].The variation of rate of change of oscillatory resolved
Figure 6 shows the comparison between the experi-stress with the oscillatory resolved stress and the
mentally observed microstructure and the statisticallyaverage hardness is shown in Fig. 5. The average
equivalent microstructure used in the simulations.constitutive equations (46), (51), and (55), together
The number of elements and thus the grains used inwith the evolution of the equation for the oscillatory
the FE model are chosen to yield convergence withshear stress (equation (58)), are solved during the
respect to the macroscopic response, i.e. increasingsolution of the average IBVP by a backward Euler
the number of elements in the model does not changealgorithm for the case R�−1. It should be noted
the macroscopic response. A stress-controlled loadingthat, for applied loads with a non-zero mean,
case is studied in this paper. A pressure boundaryequation (58) will be trivial because of the constant
condition is applied to the top face using theoscillator in equation (50).
FORCEM routine of MARC. The pressure profile
applied is sinusoidal with a frequency of 1 Hz, a
mean of 500 MPa, and the amplitude of 350 MPa, and6 NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
the deformation response for 100 cycles is simulated.

For the single-time-scale simulation, the con-This dual-time-scale algorithm is used to study the
stitutive model outlined in section 2 is used. Becausedeformation response of polycrystalline titanium alloy

Ti–6Al subjected to cyclic loading. The cyclic response
is simulated using both the single-time-scale and
the multiple-time-scale algorithm. The constitutive
laws are implemented in the commercial finite
element code MSC MARC [29] using the user-defined
material routine interface HYPELA2. An implicit time
integration scheme proposed in references [13] and
[15] is used to integrate the constitutive equations. A
unit cube of polycrystalline aggregate is modelled by
discretizing the cube by 2744 elements. Eight-noded
brick elements with selective reduced integration
are used for this purpose. Each element in the FE
model represents one grain of the polycrystalline
aggregate and is assigned a specific orientation. The Fig. 5 Time rate of change of oscillatory resolved shear
deformation has been observed to be very sensitive stress qt̃a/qt as a function of oscillatory shear

stress t̃a and average slip system hardness g:ato the overall texture in earlier work [15–17]. Thus,

Table 1 Orthotropic elastic stiffness parameters for Ti–6Al

Elastic stiffness components C
11

C
12

C
13

C
33

C
55Value (GPa) 136.5 78.4 68.0 163.05 40.600

Table 2 Crystal plasticity parameters in the hcp model for Ti–6Al

CP parameters Basal �a� slip Prismatic �a� slip Pyramidal �c+a� slip

ċ
0

0.0023 0.0023 0.0023
m 0.02 0.02 0.02
g

0
(MPa) 322 320 846

h
0

(MPa) 100 100 350
r 0.5 0.5 0.55
n 0.14 0.1 0.1
g

s
(MPa) 450 550 1650
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Fig. 6 Comparison of microstructures obtained experimentally (OIM) and by the statistically
equivalent microstructure generation (OPAM+MPAM+MTPAM) method discussed in
references [16] and [17]: (a) experimentally observed (0001) pole figure with 14 799 points
and OPAM simulated inverse pole figure with 2744 points; (b) misorientation distribution;
(c) experimental microtexture from OIM; (d) simulated microtexture

the applied loading is of high frequency, the single the effective constitutive equation. Thus, a typical
time increment used for the averaged solution is astime integration simulation requires around 50 time

increments for the solution for each cycle. The simu- large as 2–3 times the time period of the sinusoidal
pressure load. The average simulation took aroundlation took around 30 h on dual xeon processors of

a cluster to analyse 100 cycles of pressure loading. 30 min to solve for 100 cycles. This is approximately
a 60-fold computational gain when compared withIn the multitime-scale algorithm, the average problem

is solved using the effective constitutive equations single time integration. Figure 7 shows a comparison
between the Cauchy stress contour by single timeoutlined in section 4. In this problem, an average

pressure of 500 MPa is applied. Since the loading is integration and the average solution at the beginning
of the last (100th) cycle. It is evident from the contournot oscillatory, the time increments required for the

solution of the average problem is limited only by plots that the solutions are in close agreement not
only at macroscopic scale but at the grain level too.the accuracy of the implicit time integration [13] for
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Fig. 8 Volume-averaged total strain in the loading
direction

Fig. 7 Cauchy’s stress contour at the beginning of
the 100th cycle: (a) single-time-scale solution;
(b) average solution

Upon obtaining the solution of the average
problem, the oscillatory problems are solved for
the last five cycles and superposed on the average
solution to recover the total solution. Figure 8 shows
the volume-averaged total strain in the loading
direction in the polycrystalline aggregate obtained
from the single-time-scale and multiple-time-scale
solutions. The volume-averaged plastic strain in the
loading direction with these two approaches is
compared in Fig. 9. Excellent agreement is found in
the time-averaged solutions. For comparison at the
microscopic level, the shear slip in an active slip
system at an integration point in an element by
the two methods is plotted in Fig. 10. The dual-
time-scale algorithm solution agrees very well with
the single-time-scale solution at both macroscopic Fig. 9 Volume-averaged plastic strain in the loading

directionscale and grain level. The proposed two-time-scale
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Fig. 12 Slip system hardness at an integration point of
Fig. 10 Slip along an active slip plane at an integration an element for the fully reversed loading

point of an element

algorithm can achieve very high computational gain single-time-scale solution takes around 28 h to
with almost no loss of accuracy for problems with complete, while the average problem takes around
cyclic loading and deformation. an hour to execute.

As a final example, a case of cyclic deformation
with fully reversed loading is studied. A sinusoidal
pressure load of zero mean and an amplitude of 7 CONCLUSIONS
850 MPa is applied. Again, the solution of the average
problem is able to follow the average solution of the A novel two-scale algorithm in the temporal domain
total problem. Figure 11 shows the comparison of the is developed in this paper to study anisotropic plastic
volume-averaged plastic strain obtained by single material response under cyclic loading. The algorithm
time integration and the average problem. Since the is implemented for crystal plasticity constitutive
loading is fully reversed, the average plastic strain equations. The initial boundary-value problem is
will not vary much with the time, but the same is decomposed into an uncoupled set of average
not true for the slip system hardness, which increases problem and oscillatory problems. Effective con-
both while in positive loading and negative loading. stitutive equations are developed for the average
This causes the slip system hardness to vary signi- problem in order to decouple the average and
ficantly with time, and the average problem is able the oscillations. The resulting averaged constitutive
to capture that, as shown in Fig. 12. Again, the equations do not rely on any assumptions of period-

icity. The decoupling parameters in the averaged
constitutive equations are calibrated from solving
single grain problems with a single time-scale.
Because the average problem is devoid of any
oscillations, it can be solved with time increments
that are of the order of multiple time periods of the
cyclic loading. This leads to huge computational gain
over the single-time-scale solution where the time
increments are much smaller than the time period.
The asymptotic expansion of various field variables
is used further to decompose the oscillatory problem
into various orders of oscillations. Each order of
the oscillatory solution can be solved locally in the
temporal domain with the knowledge of the averaged
solution. The algorithm is validated by analysing the
deformation response of polycrystalline Ti–6Al under
high-frequency sinusoidal pressure. The results fromFig. 11 Volume-averaged plastic strain in the loading

direction for the fully reversed loading multitime-scale solutions match very well with the
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mation processing of fcc metals. J. Mech. Phys.results obtained from single time integration, both
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14 Beaudoin, A. J., Mecking, H., and Kocks, U. F.hand, the computational efficiency is enhanced by a
Development of local shear bands and orientation
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